Brief Reports are short papers which report on completed research which, while meeting the usual Physical Review standards of scientiftc quality, does not warrant a regular article (Addenda to ' In fact, Tycko studied just such a system, Cl (spin -', ) in an oriented crystal of sodium chlorate (Fig. 1) 
A large body of work beginning with the contributions of Berry and Simon' has demonstrated how geometric effects may arise in systems undergoing cyclic evolution.
In the simple and well-studied case of nondegenerate eigenstates adiabatically following a slowly varying Hamiltonian, the effect takes the form of a geometric phase, Berry' s phase, acquired during evolution. This phase may be interpreted as being generated by a U(1) gauge potential. Experimental studies of Berry's ' In fact, Tycko studied just such a system, Cl (spin - ', ) in an oriented crystal of sodium chlorate (Fig. 1) In order to expose the full non-Abelian gauge structure it is necessary to use paths in parameter space for which both angles vary. We implement such a path by means of a double rotor, ' in which a sample holder spins freely on an air bearing and is contained in a larger spinner, which itself spins about a different axis from the sample holder (see Fig. 2 shows the same sample under double rotation with the trajectory o Fig. 3(d) . This result is simulated in ( ) [Fig. 4(b) ], which are simulated [Fig. 4(c) 
